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MR. WAYNE WHEELER 
U.S. LIGHTHOUSE SOCIETY 
244 Kerny 5th Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94108 

April 15 1997 

Dear Wayne 

I have enclosed photos taken at the Stanton Maritime Museum during your presentation 

to the CCLK meeting on May 27, 1997. Per our conversation I'm including 

copies of the Bob Stone stories per Bob Llewellyn and Ed Beechart last year. 

Also a draft of our Lighthouse restoration Plan. 

Both Bruce Handy and I will be looking forward to your visit to the Point Pinos 

Lighthouse on the 27 of this month. 

Donald E. Dean, Keeper of the Light 



PROPOSED TREATMENT FOR U.S.C.G. BEACH PATROL DUTY OFFICE 
AT THE PT. PINOS LIGHTHOUSE, PACIFIC GROVE, CA 

a. Replace existing floor tile with U.S. Navy battleship gray roll linoleum. 

h. Build small partition wall in closet matching existing 1" beaded 
wood paneling (see attached floor plan). 

c, Remove and store closet door. Replace with vented plexiglass panel. 

d, Remove existing ceiling lightshade and replace with metal basket type 
matching that found in Room #11. 

e. From existing paint research conducted in Room #12, select appropriate 
color from period of interpretation (possibly the same interior color found 
in the Coast Guard housing adjacent to the lighthouse dating to the late 
1930s) and repaint room. 

f. Place 3-5 year UVH clear film over all window panes in the room. 

g. Mount ca 1940s era green or beige celluloid window shades on wood 
rollers over each of the windows in the room. 

h. Construct small free-standing two-shelf 1" x 12" pine wood stand for 
radio and coffee mess along the south wall adjacent to the watch desk. 
Leave natural or paint battleship gray. 

i, We need a small wood or metal free-standing coat rack for the web gear 
in the closet. 



(DRAFT) 

POINT PINOS LIGHTHOUSE 
MUSEUM RESTORATION AND INTERPERTATION PLAN 

National Monument- Listed as Point Pinos Lighthouse 	 Don Dean 5.15.97 
Owned by U. S. Coast Guard, Operated as a Museum by City of Pacific Grove. 
Constructed- 1854/55 
Lamp lit February 1, 1855 Fresnel Lens- 3 order! 288 degree in operation since 1855 

Structural History 
1855 Granite Stone walls, wood plank floors, brick tower, iron and brass lantern room 

Wood 10' x11' washroom lean-to east side of lighthouse, Whale oil lamp 
Barn south/west of lighthouse, Shed north east corner of lighthouse 

1880 Whale oil lamp converted to kerosene 
1885 Water piped to lighthouse 
1889 Oil storage house constructed, west of lighthouse 
1906 Brick tower cracked in San Francisco Earthquake 
1907 Tower rebuilt with reinforced concrete, added watch room, front porch, bathroom 

and kitchen at $18,700 
1910 Clockwork mechanism and shutter installed. 
1915 D. C. power installed from city service. 
1937 Two dormer windows added east side of second floor. 
1939 Six room keepers unit built east of lighthouse near Asilomar Blvd. 
1942 US. Coast Guard Beach Patrol barracks built west of lighthouse 

Dog kennels built west of lighthouse 
US. Army 155-mm coast defense guns emplacement around Point Pinos 

1945 Fog Signal Building Constructed- reinforced concrete 
1959 Second 6- room keepers unit built east of lighthouse 
1961 Beach Patrol barracks demolished 
1971 Lighthouse museum established 
1975 Automated, backup strobe lamp added to gallery. 
1993 Deactivated fog signal 
1995 Restoration of parlor, watch room and north bedroom. Deactivated radio beacon. 
1997 Asphalt/asbestos floors remove, vinyl & Melamine laminate floors added. 

The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Historical Preservation emphasize the 
importance of setting or immediate environment in the restoration of historic properties. 
In the case of Point Pinos Lighthouse setting is particularly relevant at the entrance to 
Monterey Bay a Spanish/ American historical site and historical significant as the oldest 
continuously operating lighthouse with original Fresnel lens, on the west coast of the 
United States 
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The Period of greatest historic integrity lies somewhere between the original construction 
1855 and dormer addition 1937. The restoration plan to be reviewed and approved by 
certified historic building historian. 

RESTORATION PLAN 

North Bed Room- Watch Room and First Floor Parlor 
Inset gates 12 to 18" for better visibility. Install period antique brass switch and 
receptacle plates. Emily Fish furnished to period 1893/1914 completed 1995. 

South Bed Room- Coast Guard Beach Patrol Day Room per open room Historical Plan 
period 1941/1944 by Kent Seavey. 

South 1st floor Dinning / Reception room turn of the century period. 
Reception desk visitor log and interpretive lighthouse gift displays. 
Open floor plan for school children to sit down and receive historical interpretation by 
lighthouse docent. Sea chest to contain living museum, lighthouse and nautical 
artifacts, to be passed around such as brass sperm oil lamp, oil container, brass 
telescope, brass ship's fog horn, barometer, sextant, compass etc. 

Kitchen- Restore to turn of the century kitchen including Iron wood stove, iron ink with 
wood drain board, folding table, period glass door kitchen cabinets with china and 
cooking utensils. Replace fluorescent lamps with period incandescent. Replace 

switch 
and receptacle plates with period antique brass. Scrape-back wall paint and recover 
with original turn of the century color. Imitation wood floors should be removed. 

Bathroom- Restore to turn of the century with claw foot tub and brass faucets, over 
head tank toilet with pull chain, period brass paper and towel holders. Period lavatory 
with brass faucets. Remove modern shower head and brackets. 

Basement- Ship wreck photograph history boards, floor plan of lighthouse, fog horn, 
and other lighthouse historical artifacts. Plywood floor should be replaced or covered 
with period wood plank boards. Install caged safety incandescent lamps for improved 
illumination. Paint should be stripped from granite stairs for visibility of quarry cuts. 

Lantern Room- Open for visitors view. Docent would be required on station for visitor 
safety. Alternative place curved screen at trap door to allow viewing of Fresnel lens. 
Replace clockwork mechanism, cable and weights. Cut hole in weight tube so visitors 
can view weights in tube. 

Keepers Unit at gate- Visitor center interpretation displays, lighthouse artifacts, gift 
shop. Visitor bathrooms. 

Keepers 2nd  Unit- Docent meeting and training rooms, period costumes for docents. 
Barn- Construct replica cow barn south/east of lighthouse. Research previous use such 
as blacksmith shop, wood shop or other uses for living museum. 

Yard- Restore fences, cast brass rain gauge and garden to turn of the century. 
Sign- Place attractive Lighthouse Sign, with open hours, at entrance to parking lot. 
Handicap Access- Handicap access should be explored which would not compromise 

the integrity of the historical structure. 



MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY 
165 FOREST AVENUE • PACF1C GROVE California 03950-2612 • (408) 648-3116 FAX (408) 375-9863 

The United States Coast Guard Beach Patrol in Pacific Grove 
Guarding California's Coastline in World War II 

In the dark days immediately following the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, 
the United States Coast Guard was called upon to provide personnel for the protection 
of America's vast unguarded coastlines and warn of any attempted landings by the 
Axis powers. The organization tasked for this formidable job was known as the Beach 
Patrol. 

From December 1941 until late in 1944 the Beach Patrol carried out its primary 
functions of detecting and observing enemy vessels operating in U.S. Coastal waters 
and transmitting information on these craft to appropriate Navy or Army commands, 
reporting any attempted landings by the enemy and assisting in preventing such 
landings, and preventing communication between persons on shore and the enemy at 
sea. 

Initially these patrols were carried out by single and paired enlisted men, on 
foot, armed only with signal flares to give warning. By August of 1942 Coast Guard 
headquarters had authorized all naval districts to organize a well-armed and 
maintained Beach Patrol to include the use of horse-mounted and war dog units. 

The Beach Patrol stationed on the Monterey Peninsula was located adjacent to 
the Pt. Pinos Lighthouse in Pacific Grove. The 120-man Coast Guard unit lived in 
temporary redwood barracks. South of these barracks, in the sand dunes, were the 
kennels for their dogs with horse stables located nearby. 

The Pacific Grove Museum of Natural History with the cooperation of the U.S . 
Coast Guard is in the process of developing an interpretive exhibit at the Pt. Pinos 
Lighthouse on the important role the Beach Patrol and other special units played in 
the national defense at the outset of World War II. The Museum would be most 
appreciative of any information on the Pacific Grove Beach Patrol unit. If anyone 
served in the patrol, or knows of someone still living who served in the unit, the 
Museum would like to make contact with that person. Of particular interest would be 
any photographs of the unit or its members during World War II. 

If you have information that you would like to share please call 
Kent Seavey, who is developing the exhibit, at (408) 375-8739 during 
normal working hours. 



PT PINOS- BOB STONE STORIES 5.10.97 	 DONALD E. DEAN 

Condensed from Bob Llewellyn and Ed Beechart's interview with and Bob Stone, Coast 
Guard Lighthouse Keeper at Point Pinos, from 1953 / 1956, taken on March 6, 1995. 

RELIEF DUTY 
I was first sent to Point Pinos July 15, 1953 for six months as a relief keeper for Mr. Ray 
Davis, 2nd assistant keeper, who was on sick leave. I was billeted with Mr. Henderson in 
the spare bedroom in his six room bungalow. Mr. Hendersons wife and son George had 
moved to Salinas to raise chinchillas. Mr. George Peterson position as 1st assistant 
keeper had been taken by another Coast Guardsman, 2CSM Randall Rankin of the 
"Gresham". Mr. Davis returned to duty and I returned to Yerba Buena Island. When 
Rankin retired six months later I returned to Point Pinos to fill his position as 1st  
assistant keeper. 

PERMANENT ASSIGNMENT 
I took up quarters in the lighthouse downstairs bed room, the one with the fireplace. The 
old Coast Guard barracks on the west side of the lighthouse was converted into three two 
bedroom apartments.. 2CSM Ray Davis lived in one unit and the Chief of Ship, Mr. 
Elliot lived in the other and a 1CL Carpenters mate lived in the middle unit. They 
converted the old dog kennel into a washing facility. There was a barn for Mr. Davis's 
cow and chickens down the hill near where the Navy NOAA building now stands. There 
were remains of coat defense gun emplacements in the sand dunes all around the point. 
I believe the gas were Army 155mm coast artillery guns. We used to hike over the 
dunes and see the caved in sand bagged emplacements and ammunition bunkers. Mr. 
Henderson said the General Marshall made an inspection of the emplacements during 
World War II. 

CATTLE 
Tom Henderson raised beef cattle. Tom knew a retired butcher from the 11th  cavalry in 
the Monterey Presido who would come down and skin out a steer hoisted up in a large 
eucalyptus tree. Tom would always see that I got a great big roast. A lot of the beef went 
to his wife and son George in Salinas, the rest ended up in Tom's freezer. 

DUTIES 
I received a $4.50 per day food sustenance allowance. I had to pick up the mail, in the 
Coast Guard pickup, at the Pacific Grove Post Office every morning. I would drop my 
wife to work at the Bank Of America and run on over to Monterey to shop for food at 
Safeway. We didn't shop much at the PX at Fort Ord because it wasn't convenient and 
we wouldn't save that much. Mr. Henderson and Mr. Davis were getting along in years 
so Randall and I would do a lot of painting. Mr. Henderson was rather thorny. He didn't 
talk to Mr. Davis. When he wanted something done he would have me relay the order to 
Mr Davis We started with the fog signal building, painting it inside and out. I 
remember having to paint the roof of the lantern room. We placed a ladder from the 
walkway to the roof and I would climb up with the black paint. You wouldn't catch me 
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doing it to day, I can't stand heights. To clean the storm pains we only needed a small 
step ladder. We didn't hand wash them very often because there was a hose bib up there 
and we would hose them off. A squeegee would finish the job. We were back far 
enough from the ocean so we wouldn't get any salt spray. There were no hand holds 
required like at Point Sur. We would let visitors up into the lantern room and would roll 
up the curtains so they could see the view. Open house was Saturdays and Sundays, two 
to four. During the week school kids would come in bus loads. They would climb into 
the tower and I would close the trap door so they wouldn't fall down the tower ladder, it 
was very steep. Mr. Wilkerson was sent down as the principal keeper when Mr. 
Henderson retired on July 3, 1955. Mr. Wilkerson came from the Stockton Channel 
where he was responsible for all the aides to navigation on the river. He would service 
the channel markers from a 36- ft tugboat. He brought his son and wife along, I 
remember that she made darn good fried chicken. 

STANDING WATCH 
The main watch was from midnight to 8 in the morning. The light signal was ten seconds 
off and twenty seconds on. There were pull down roller shades around the lantern room 
which we had to pull down at dawn. They darned that the sunlight would change the 
lens from clear glass to purple. I have a brass lens polishing container marked U. S. 
Lighthouse Service, it had a folding lid which contained polish. We didn't use polish but 
were told to use white gasoline. This would be considered a very dangerous practice 
today. One of the storm pains got broken, they are held in place by 1-1/4 " long custom 
made brass screws. I sent a sample up to BI ( Yerba Buena Island) where they machined 
a replacement set of screws so we could replace the storm pain. We had to place towels 
at the base of the trap door to the observation walk to keep the rain from flooding the 
lantern room. The log books were kept in the watch room (front porch) and we would 
record the barometric pressure, fog, and other events. We also had a ships clock in this 
room. We would watch for fog and when we couldn't see the light on the buoy off the 
point we would turn on the signal from a switch in the watch room. There was also a 
switch in the principal keepers house. It could be controlled from either place. If we 
missed the fog coming in, a little old lady in Pacific Grove would always call up and 
scold us and we would hurry to turn it on. She never slept, she would call at one, two or 
three in the morning. We suggested that the Coast Guard give her a metal for patriotic 
duty. The fog signal was run by a 5-hp electric, opposed piston compressor. The hack up 
unit was a gasoline driven, air cooled, Wisconsin compressor. 

FURNISHINGS 
All the furniture was government issue except for the television which I purchased from 
the ex-mayor of Pacific Grove , Don Grafton. He strapped the antenna to the south 
chimney and we could pick up all three stations from San Francisco, # 4, 5 and 7. 
We were sleeping in the north bed room and when we forgot to lock the front door 
visitors would walk in and wake us up. This happened several times. The kitchen was in 
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the lean-to addition along the back. We had a washing machine (no dryer) and hot water 
heater in the basement. We hung our cloths out to dry. There was a small room in 
the tower where we kept our direction radio transmitters. We switched between the two 
every Friday afternoon. The two furnished upstairs bedrooms were reserved for visitors. 
The lighthouse was a romantic location, we had tons of visitors. We had seven 
honeymoon couples stay in our guest room, during my service. A friend of mine Richard 
L. Myers honeymooned here right out of high school. He joined the Navy ROTC at 
Fresno State and went on to become a three star Admiral and commander of the 
"Kennedy". My parents came over to visit often along with my two sisters. My dad liked 
the south bedroom the one with the sink where he could get a drink of water. He used to 
use a coffee can in the middle of the night and I suspect also the sink. 

CLOCKWORK 
There was a clockwork mechanism in the lamp room. We only used it once while I was 
stationed at Point Pinos. The power failed and we removed the electric light fixture and 
placed a Coleman lantern in the center of the lens. The clock work rotated the brass 
shutter around the light. We would crank up the weights which hung down the column 
in the center of the winding staircase all the way to the basement The weights were not 
very heavy because I lifted the cable with all the weights. 

PAINT LOCKER 
The Coast Guard told us to clean out the paint locker (oil house) and throw every thing 
out. I uncovered a wooden box filled with saw dust and kerosene lamp chimneys. They 
were too nice to throw away so I gave my mom two and hung on to the rest. There was 
also a Geodesic Survey map of the coast from Bodega Head to Point Pinos dated 1883. 
It is now framed on my rumpus room wall. There were a lot of log books which I turned 
over to the Coast Guard which they were supposed to sent back to the archives in 
Washington DC. I remember logging my daughters birth in the log book., 
"Daughter Sandra born 10-PM October 13, 1955 to Seaman Robert and Viva Stone". 

GARDEN 
Point Pinos was a garden spot really beautiful. We planted a lot of flowers including 
roses. We brought the old lawns back, an planted a new lawn in the back of the 
lighthouse. Our work was really made easier when the Coast Guard supplied us a Toro 
gas powered lawn mower. There was a beautiful cypress hedge which completely circled 
the Lighthouse. 

POINT SUR TRIPS 
I started taking trips to the Point Sur Lightstation with the First Class Carpenters Mate 
who lived in the center unit in the old barracks building. He was serving at the Monterey 
Life Boat Station. We were taking building supplies down in a old GM 2-1/2 ton flat 
bed truck. We were delivering sand and cement to the light tower I never did know what 
they were building. The road was very narrow and I got very scared when the rear dual 
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tiers hung over the edge of the road. I had him stop the truck and I climbed out of the 
passenger window, crawled across the hood and walked to the light tower. I loved to go 
down and beach comb for drift wood along the north beach. One of the Coast Guard 
wives was pregnant so I volunteered to go down and stand by while her husband took her 
to the hospital. She had her baby but I didn't have to stand watch because a keeper on 
leave had returned. Cattle were grazing inside the gate,. the gate was locked all the time 
with a combination lock to keep the cattle off the highway. There were some barns down 
near were the Navy Surveillance Station now stands. The School House was near the 
cypress trees at the highway gate but it wasn't being used, at that time. 

ADMRAL'S INSPECTION 
Chickens were running all around the station when the Admiral came for inspection. He 
kept asking who they belonged to. He wanted to see the barn, and wanted to know who 
owned the cow and cattle,. He was very inquisitive, we weren't sure about animal 
regulations so he never found out who owned the animals. He kept commenting about 
how beautiful the station was. Three weeks later when I was returning from getting the 
Sunday paper the Admirals car was in the drive way. He had brought his wife down to 
see the station and they were sitting at our old chrome kitchen dinette having coffee with 
my wife. I was so nervous that my coffee cup was shaking in the saucer and the Admiral 
kept saying son relax, relax I just wanted to show my wife your beautiful home. He took 
my wife and I out to a wonderful lunch. It was very unusual for a Admiral to socialize 
with a lowly seaman. 

INDIAN ARTAFACTS 
We never found any Indian artifacts but I uncovered a pile of abalone shells while 
digging for top soil between the fog signal building and the city sewage plant. 
They were thoroughly mixed in with the loam soil, there must have been a huge pile 
there a long time ago. 

LOVERS LANE 
There was a chain link fence gate at each side of the lighthouse reservation. High school 
kids would drive in at night and place chains with combination, gym locker, locks on 
each gate. They had complete privacy until some one would complain to the Pacific 
Grove Police. The police could not touch government property so would call us to cut off 
the chain. It happened so often we got a large bolt cutter to speed up the process. One 
night we caught two MP's from Fort Ord who had discovered the lovers lane. Once we 
had a knock at the door at two in the morning. My wife invited a young lady in with a 
badly torn blouse. She had fought off a overly amours admirer and hiked though the sand 
dunes to the lighthouse. We offered to call the police but she didn't want that. She 
accepted a cup of coffee. She refused a offer for a ride home but accepted our offer to 
call a taxi. 
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"GEORGE" THE CAT 
We had a great big Persian cat named "George". He would follow me around on patrol 
like a dog. He loved to chase and play with the small deer around the grounds. He was a 
messy eater so we would put his dish of food on the back porch, leaving the door open a 
crack so he could get back in. A terrible racket was heard one night and we saw George 
charging a skunk who was eating his food. The skunk lifted his tail and ducked into the 
back door and into the basement with George right behind. The basement stunk 
something awful, so we washed it down with tomato juice to no avail. 
George came out great, he didn't catch the skunk, and didn't get sprayed. 

WILD ANIMALS 
We had lots raccoons and a menagerie of possums which lived in our circle of cypress 
trees. Mr. Wilkerson spotted a animal out front and when we investigated a mountain 
lion bounded off. We found the remains of a young deer he had killed. There were lots 
of quail, we bought hundred pound bags of cracked corn to feed them. I noticed a blue 
jay at our kitchen window so I started feeding him bread. He would come at my whistle 
and sit on my finger to eat. The school kids were delighted they thought I was a wild 
animal trainer. 

GHOSTS 
Mr. Wilkerson believed in the super natural, he went to seances and he had quite a few 
books on the hereafter written by Mr. Edward Cache. While we were cleaning the storm 
pains one day, he looked at me over his glasses and ask if I had heard the baby cry in the 
middle of the night. I had heard noises which I believed the wind whistling through the 
scuppers but never a baby's cry. Wilkerson said a baby died in the lighthouse and he 
could hear baby's cry during the night. 

PLATT BROTHERS 
The Platt brothers were retired fishermen, who made scale ship models. One brother 
gave me a beautiful model of a ship in a bottle. They would hike out to visit us at the 
lighthouse dressed in sailor garb, white watch cap, pea coats, blue dungarees, and blue 
shirts. It was neat to have them visit, they gave me a complete list of ship wrecks of the 
peninsula along with photographs. I used to visit them in their beautiful old house in 
Pacific Grove and admire their collection of ship models. 

SECRET PLACES 
I found a trap door in the front bed room closet, with one with the fireplace. On lifting it 
I found an old water cistern just big enough to hold a man. I thought I would have some 
fun with my wife so I said give me a minute then come in and I bet you can't find me . 
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I took a flash light and climbed in and closed the trap door. I could hear her calling but 
she never did find my hiding place. In the upstairs north bed room closet there is a lose 
floor board which can be lifted out, the space beneath was between the floor joist. 
I believe the previous light keepers use to hide their valuables there. 

RECREATION 
When I was ask what I wanted for recreation gear I ordered a basket ball, hoop and a set 
of golf clubs. I used to sneak across the street and play holes #6, 7 and 8, and then cut 
over to 2 to miss the club house. Chief Elliott's 10 year son was a great player and he 
would go with me. Later on the City manager visited the station and wanted to know the 
name of the group commander, and 12th  district commander. I obliged with the names of 
Mr. Springer and Mr. Wolf. I thought I was in trouble with the illegal golfing but he 
surprised me with a greens pass written on the back of one of his business cards. I didn't 
have to sneak around after that. 

HISTORICAL PRESEVERATION 
When I was stationed at the lighthouse there was a great old cast brass rain gauge on a 
post in the back yard. I have a picture painted by a lady showing the gauge. It appears 
that vandals have stolen it. The Coast Guard wanted CWO Bittler to replace the Fresnel 
lens with modern optics. He argued the historical significance of the lens and convinced 
them of its historical value. They relented and the Point Pinos Lighthouse is sill the 
oldest on the west coast with their original optics. The city has done a beautiful job 
restoring the parlor and bed room. I'm glad the city took over the lighthouse and will 
protect and preserve it for future generations. 

Bob Stone retired from the Coast Guard service in 1956 to work with Pacific Telephone . 
He retired in 1988 and later became a treasured Point Pinos light house docent. He 
passed away in 1996. 
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